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Abstract:

In recent years, much attention has been focused on reducing the environmental impacts
of products and manufacturing processes. Concerned about rising compliance costs
and stringent regulatory requirements, companies are carefully evaluating the
environmental impacts of their products. In response, designers, engineers, and
managers are beginning to use life-cycle analysis, design for environment techniques,
and environmentally conscious manufacturing (ECM) as tools to help them to not only
do what is best tor the environment, but also to do what is best for their company.
These tools are also a useful aid in evaluating the trade-offs that may exist between
different product and process alternatives.

However, how does one choose the optimal solution from these various product and
process alternatives? Cost versus benefit analysis is an effective tool that can be used to
evaluate various manufacturing alternatives and to choose a solution that is both cost
effective and environmentally compatible. Many companies are beginning to use cost
benefit analyses as a means to justify product or process modifications that result in a
benefit to the environment.

environment and for their compan '.
I. Introduction These tools are also useful fir

evaluating the trade-offs that may exist
In recent years, much attention has been between different product and process
focused on reducing the environmental alternatives.
impacts of products and manufacturing
processes. Much of this In choosing an alternative that has the
"environmental proactivity" has resulted least environmental impact, designers
from the stringent regulatory and managers are often faced with
requirements that are increasing constraints such as cost, product
compliance costs and causing managers quality, material supply, production
and manufacturing companies, as a schedules, etc. Alternatives that are
whole, to examine the environmental beneficial to the environment but neither
impacts of their products more cost-effective nor profitable for the
carefully. In response, companies are company are not viable solutions.
beginning to use life-cycle analysis, Thus, it is important to incorporate
design for environment techniques, and _ operating constraint into the initial
e n v i ro n m e n t a 11y c o n s c i o u s design phase of the product or process
manufacturing (ECM) as tools to help life cycle. This can be done by
them do what is best both for the
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performing a cost benefit analysis to then that alternative should not be
evaluate each alternative, with tlm goal chosen.
of maximizing net benefits and
minimizing net costs.

III. Applications of Cost Benefit
A recent article in Total Quality Analysis
Environmental Management stated that
"...although the design phase of the Many companies are interested in
product realization process accounts for developing computer algorithms and
only 5 percent of the product's cost, models that will help them to choose
between 70 and 80 percent of the cost-effective and environmentally
product's life cycle cost (materials, compatible solutions to problems. For
manufacturing, distribution, servicing) example, Siemens, a German
are actually determined by its electronics manufacturer, is developing
design."[1] an "Eco-balance" system that will be

used by design engineers and
managers.[3] The system will contain

II. Cost Benefit Analysis as a Design information about optimal material and
Tool process choices given both economic

and competitive constraints.
It is appropriate to use cost benefit Manufacturers are no longer simply
analyses in two stages of the life cycle, interested in determining the
Figure 1, Product Life Cycle, is a environmental options; they also want
schematic of the product life cycle.[2] to know what the economic
The cost benefit analysis should, implications of a decision will be
ideally, be performed before the tomorrow, next year, and five years
product is manufactured so that changes from now.
in its design can be made easily.
However, when dealing with an At Los Alamos National Laboratory
existing product, the cost benefit (LANL), a computer model is being
analysis is performed at the end of the developed to assist researchers and
initial product life cycle (assuming that other waste generators in redesigning
more than one product is manufactured processes to be more environmentally
and that improvements or modifications compatible. The computer model will
to the manufacturing process can be assist users in conducting process
made at any time). In this respect, the waste assessments (PWAs) for their
product life cycle resembles an iterative, particular process. In addition to
continuous-quality improvement model, suggesting process modifications or

material substitutions that will reduce
When calculating a cost benefit analysis environmental impact, the model will
for a particular product or process, it is also perform a cost benefit analysis of
important to take into account the costs each alternative with respect to the
and benefits incurred at each step of the current practice. It is hoped that this
life cycle, in addition to any applicable tool will provide a financial incentive
constraints that will affect each for LANL users to redesign processes
alternative. Opponents of cost benefit and revise materials selection
analysis claim that environmental criteria.J4]
protection is the ultimate goal at any
cost; but, this is neither realistic nor An integral part of the cost benefit
desirable for U.S. industry. Cost algorithm in the model is an
benefit analysis is a way to determine understanding of the benefits that result
the most cost-effective and through the avoidance of waste
environmentally compatible alternative, generation. For example, if a given
If the marginal cost for a particular process generates 1000 kilograms of
alternative exceeds its marginal benefit,



Figure 1. Product Life Cycle.
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Special programs have been developed
hazardous waste using conventional that combine engineering, policy,
techniques and this same process environmental issues, and technology
generates only 50 kilograms of into one, such as the Technology and
hazardous waste when the process is Policy Program at the Massachusetts
modified to include iu1internal recycling Institute of Technology. This type of
loop, and if the cost of each process is multidisciplinary program is becoming
identical, then the most cost effective more commonplace at many
and environmentally compatible engineering and scientific universities.
solution would be to choose the latter
process, since it is cheaper to dispose The increase in environmental
of 50 kilograms of hazardous waste awm'eness is prevalent today, and it will
than it is to dispose of 10(R)kilograms become ever more important in the
of hazardous waste. Often, however, future, not only to protect the Earth's
the solution is not quite as cut-and-dry resources, but to do so in a way that
as this example. There are usually a will allow U.S. industry to grow in an
multitude of trade-offs to consider, economically competitive fashion and

maintain its global presence.
IV. Conclusions

Concepts such as life-cycle analysis, References
design for environment, and
environmentally conscious [11 Brian T. Oakley, "Total Quality
manufacturing are used to gather Product Design -- How to Integrate
information regarding the Environmental Criteria into the Product
environmental impacts of products and Realization Process," Total Quality
manufacturing and are used by product Environmental Management, Volume 2,
designers, process engineers and Number 3, Spring 1993, p. 310.
managers. However, for these ideas to
be relevant in a manufacturing context, [2] Adapted from the Society of
it is necessary to couple the results of Environmental Toxicology and
these tools with information related to Chemistry and SETAC Foundation for
cost, quality, and other production Environmental Education, Inc., "A
constraints. One such tool is cost Technical Framework for Life-Cycle
benefit analysis, a relatively simple Assessments," January 1991, p.10.
method for calculating and comparing
the relative costs and benefits of [3] Braden Allenby, "Supporting
manufacturing alternatives. Environmental Quality: Developing an

Infrastructure for Design," Total
More and more companies are Quality Environmental Management,
beginning to require cost benefit Volume 2, Number 3, Spring 1993, p.
analysis within their organizations to 304.
illustrate cost savings and
environmental txznefit. The Department [4] For further information on the Los
of Energy (DOE) is now requiring that Alamos Process Waste Assessment
projects contain a cost benefit analysis Alternate Analysis Program, contact
to justify the project worthiness. This Jeff Weinrach, Waste Minimization
requiremen_ extends to the DOE Program Office, Los Alamos National
national laboratoriesaswell. Laboratory, Mail Stop K572, Los
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In addition, many universities are
incorporating both economics and
environmental courses to complement
the traditional engineering cmviculum.
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